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IT&E donates $2,500 to provide free PPE to the
community

IT&E donated $2,500 in support of the Korean Association of Guam’s PPE (Personal Protective

Equipment) Drive held on December 23, 2020 at Gov. Joseph Flores (Ypao) Beach Park. The

event provided free K95 masks and hand sanitizers to an estimated 2,000 households to help

prevent the spread of COVID-19.

“Though there has been significant progress in preventing the spread of
COVID-19 in Guam and there is hope with the new vaccine, we understand
that we must continue to be vigilant with individual health precautions. We
thank the Korean Association of Guam for their efforts and are proud to be
able to do our part to protect the community from this virus until it is completely
under control.” 
— Jim Oehlerking, CEO of IT&E

IT&E remains committed to helping flatten the curve of the spread of COVID-19. IT&E has

worked to unite with several organization since April to prevent the spread of COVID-19 and to

help the community overcome challenges created by the pandemic. Organizations IT&E has

supported include PPE for Guam, the University of Guam, Guam Memorial Hospital, and

Mane’lu. The missions of these organizations range from providing healthcare workers with

PPE and other supplies, helping students continue their education online, and providing

migrant communities with important information in their native language.
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ABOUT IT&E

IT&E has been delivering connections that matter in Guam and the Marianas for more than 35 years. IT&E is the
leading provider of mobile technology and world-class telecommunications services on the widest 4G LTE data
network. Learn more about IT&E at ite.net.
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IT&E donated $2,500 in support of the Korean Association of Guam’s PPE drive held on

December 23, 2020. The event provided free K95 masks and hand sanitizers to an estimated

2,000 households to help prevent the spread of COVID-19. (From left) Jae Moon Park,

President of Korean Association of Guam; Jim Oehlerking, CEO of IT&E; and Woo Cho,

Director of Korean Association of Guam.
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